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NDC of DPRK Sends Open Letter to South Korean Side
Pyongyang, January 23 -- The National Defence Commission (NDC) of the DPRK Thursday sent an open
letter to the authorities, various political parties, social organizations and people of various circles of south
Korea by a special order of the first secretary of the Workers' Party of Korea, first chairman of the NDC of
the DPRK and supreme commander of the Korean People's Army.
The letter says:
The history of the territorial partition which has lasted for several decades has brought untold
misfortune and pain to the Korean nation.
Foreign forces are wholly to blame for this tragic and disgraceful history of the Korean nation which
started following the liberation of the country.
Firmly determined to put an end to the history of the territorial partition and national split in view of
the hard reality to which the Korean nation can no longer remain a passive on-looker, the supreme
leadership of the DPRK in the New Year Address clarified internally and externally realistic ways of
opening a fresh phase of national reunification.
The ardent appeal sent by the NDC of the DPRK to the south Korean authorities on January 16
represents an important proposal for opening a wide avenue for improving the north-south relations.
The important proposal of the DPRK reflects the steadfast will of its army and people to improve the
north-south relations by concerted efforts of the two sides, not asking about all inglorious happenings in
the past.
This offer also reflects the desire and wishes of all Koreans for independent reunification, peace and
prosperity of the country.
Regretfully, however, the south Korean authorities still remain unchanged in its improper attitude and
negative stand towards the proposal.
What is most important for mending the inter-Korean ties is to have a proper attitude and stance
towards this issue.
The issue of improving the inter-Korean ties is a prerequisite for achieving the national reconciliation
and unity and the starting point to provide a shortcut to reunification.
The DPRK has already unilaterally opted for halting all acts of getting on the nerves of south Korea
and slandering it.
What is also important for paving a wide avenue for mending the north-south relations is to make a
bold decision to stop all hostile military acts, the biggest hurdle stoking distrust and confrontation.
The creation of atmosphere is required for repairing the inter-Korean relations but what is more
important is to definitely terminate hostile military acts, the main obstacle to it.
The DPRK did not urge the south Korean authorities to stop ordinary military drills.
It urged them to halt drills for a war of aggression to be staged against their compatriots in collusion
with outside forces.
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The south Korean authorities should not thoughtlessly doubt, misinterpret and rashly reject our
sincere, important proposal.
The north-south relations will be improved on a solid basis only when both sides take realistic
measures to prevent impending nuclear disasters with concerted efforts of the Korean nation.
The denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula is a goal common to the nation as it should be realized
by concerted efforts of all Koreans.
The south Korean authorities should have no doubt about the DPRK's will for denuclearization.
No matter how many regimes and authorities have been replaced, the south Korean authorities
should utter any word after having a proper understanding of the root cause of the nuclear issue on the
peninsula.
Before finding fault with the nation's precious nuclear force for self-defence to which the DPRK had
access, they should make a bold decision to stop their dangerous acts of introducing outsiders' nukes to
do harm to their compatriots.
It is our determination to create an atmosphere of reconciliation and unity, completely halt hostile
military acts, realize the reunion of separated families and relatives, resume the tour of Mt. Kumgang and
reenergize multi-faceted north-south cooperation and exchanges.
Unshakable is the stand of the service personnel and people of the DPRK to pave a wide avenue for
mending

the

north-south

relations

by
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of

the

Korean

nation.

Improved inter-Korean relations precisely mean the independent reunification, peace and prosperity
desired by all Koreans.
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